President's Blog July 2019

#ILoveMyJob ..... both of them.

I closed the BASHH Conference with these words – “I love my job, both of them”. Following three days of conference and a day at the Junior Doctors meeting, I felt uplifted and positive, inspired to return to my clinical role with the desire to implement changes and driven to influence some of the challenges we have in my final 6 months as BASHH president.

There were so many highlights from the conference, but for me awarding the President’s Sexual Health Hero awards to Jodie Walker Hayward and Dr Craig Tipple has to be a personal favourite. Jodie was the powerhouse behind establishing the Nurses and Health Advisors SIG and also the first nurse to be a BASHH conference local organiser – he excelled in the role. Craig received the award for his amazing work as chair of the Patient and Public Involvement Group. Craig recently stepped down and we welcome Dr Patrick French into the role. You can find out more and nominate your Sexual Health Hero/es via this link.

At conference, we explored our ‘diversity’ through a voting system via the conference app. The ‘live’ results sparked an interesting debate on Twitter! One lesson learnt, don’t ask for audience participation on a Sunday morning – skews the outcome! Ultimately we had an amazing conference presence on social media, achieving an incredible reach of over 5 million. I hope that through following #BASHH2019 you picked up something of interest. Here is a snapshot of the data below:-
As the summer holidays are now upon us, I hope you have some time to relax and recharge the batteries. It’s so important to maintain wellbeing – I will be taking some time out in September to visit Japan and cheer on Wales in the Rugby World Cup.

P.S. In the process of writing this blog, the Government has published its long-awaited ‘Green Paper’ on prevention and Boris Johnson has been formally elected as Prime Minister. With regards to the former, sexual health has made it into the Green Paper, however it seems to have been included in the capacity as somewhat of an afterthought, reiterating the importance of continuing our advocacy work to ensure our incredible specialty receives the support it deserves. With regards to the latter, we live in interesting times...
BASHH Scientific Meetings

Dates of Scientific Meetings in 2019:
No October meeting

Dates of Scientific Meetings in 2020
10 January
6 March
No June meeting
2 October

Please visit the [BASHH website](http://www.bashh.org) for further information. BASHH routinely record the presentations from Scientific meetings for members to view via the BASHH website. After logging into the BASHH website please [visit](http://www.bashh.org) and select the meeting you wish to view and click recordings.

---

**Latest news**

---

**BASHH Undergraduate Essay Prize 2019**

We are delighted to announce the winners of the BASHH Undergraduate Essay Prize 2019.

**Zayn Majeed** was awarded first place in the research category for his entry entitled "Pre-exposure prophylaxis as an alternative to post-exposure prophylaxis for electives: A survey assessing medical students’ knowledge, attitudes and beliefs."

**Eleanor Wright** won the clinical prize for her essay "Audit of Victims of Trafficking Referred to Sexual Health from the Medaille Trust."

**The closing date for 2020 submissions will be Friday 31st January 2020.**

---

**Appointment of CSU Chair**

I am pleased to announce that following the call for expressions of interest for this distinguished post, the interview panel unanimously agreed to appoint Dr Emily Clarke as Chair of the Clinical Standards Unit.
Emily is Consultant in Liverpool and experienced in the work of the CSU by serving as Secretary during the recent revision of the Standards for the Management of STI.

Dr Alan Tang
General Secretary

The joint BASHH & FSRH Standards for Online and Remote Providers of Sexual and Reproductive Health Services were published in January 2019 - https://www.bashh.org/about-bashh/publications/

BASHH CGC has recently carried out a National Survey on the provision of Online STIs Services provided by GU Clinics in the UK. The results of this survey show that some regions have full online services, (London, East Anglia) however, the provision for the rest of the country is patchy. For full access to the survey click here.

It is important that GU Clinicians engage with local Public Health colleagues to establish online STI services, as per the BASHH Standards, in order to avoid a ‘postcode lottery’.

BASHH CGC is planning to carry out another survey on this shortly. If you have any queries, please contact BASHH CGC Secretary, Dr Mohamed Ghanem, email mohamed.ghanem@nhft.nhs.uk

National survey on culture plates for testing gonorrhoea

Culture plates for testing gonorrhoea is currently the main method for determining antimicrobial susceptibility. Microbiology laboratories are keen to carry out direct culture plates on site to keep their accreditation. BASHH CGC is aware that some GU services are using different culture methods, eg charcoal swabs, as an alternative to direct culture plating in the clinic.

In early Autumn 2019, BASHH CGC, in collaboration with BASHH BIG, will carry out a national survey on culture plates for testing gonorrhoea in the UK. This will help us to understand the current practice on antimicrobial susceptibility testing in the UK and guide us on the best practice.

Look out for the survey and if you have any queries, contact BASHH CGC Secretary: mohamed.ghanem@nhft.nhs.uk

ALERT

Due to the dramatic increase in incidence of syphilis in the UK in recent years we have been managing an increasing number of pregnant women with syphilis and their babies. We have observed that presenting an option of macrolide treatment during pregnancy, even with the caveats stated in the BASHH guidelines, has resulted in some poor outcomes. We have therefore amended the guideline to remove macrolides from the treatment options in pregnancy and to provide guidance on the management of pregnant women with syphilis who report penicillin allergy. We are available for sub-specialist clinical advice and referral within the UK as needed. For further details please see the BASHH clinical guidelines section of our website, and the amendment is in print with the International Journal of STD & AIDS.

Margaret.kingston@mft.nhs.uk
Helen Fifer; Helen.Fifer@phe.gov.uk
Patrick French; Patrick.French@nhs.net
Janet Wilson; janet-d.wilson@nhs.net
Craig Tipple; craigtipple@nhs.net
On behalf of the Clinical Effectiveness Group of BASHH

Advanced Clinical Practitioner Integrated Sexual Health and HIV Curriculum and Credentialing
The ACP curriculum, supported by HEE and developed as a joint BASHH, FSRH, and NHIVNA is based on the GUM and SRH speciality training curricula can be accessed for free https://www.fsrh.org/news/fsrh-bashh-and-nhivna-advanced-level-curriculum-acp-for-nurses/

It provides a framework for learning in clinical practice for nurses working at an advanced level in integrated sexual health/HIV and can be used by existing practitioners and those in training. Credentialing for those who are able to demonstrate that they meet the units of learning in the curricular will be piloted later this year.

If you require any further information please contact Dr Matthew Grundy-Bowers, project lead matthew.grundybowers@nhs.net

**HEE funded places on a 30 credit (level 7) Advanced Clinical Practice portfolio module pilot at City, University of London**

The online, work-based portfolio module provides a framework for advanced nurse practitioners to able to evidence, and if required develop, core capabilities and area specific competencies in order to fulfil the requirements of the multi-professional framework for advanced clinical practice in England (HEE, 2017) and the newly launched Speciality Curriculum for ACPs in Integrated Sexual Health/HIV (https://www.fsrh.org/news/fsrh-bashh-and-nhivna-advanced-level-curriculum-acp-for-nurses/) whilst gaining academic credits.

The module starts this autumn (2019) at City, University of London and there are three clinical pathways:

- Integrated Sexual Health
- HIV
- Integrated Sexual Health and HIV

For further information contact Dr Matthew Grundy-Bowers, module leader matthew.grundy-bowers@city.ac.uk

---

**FAO HIV prescribers in England: Biktarvy policy published by NHSE**

The NHS England commissioning policy for Biktarvy (bictegravir/emtricitabine/tenofovir-AF FDC) has been published and is available here: https://www.engage.england.nhs.uk/consultation/bictegravir-emtricitabine-tenofovir-alafenamide/user_uploads/1702-policy-proposition.pdf

In a nutshell this can be used under the TAF policy or for people who don’t necessarily meet the TAF criteria but need an unboosted integrase and cannot take raltegravir or dolutegravir due to drug interactions or tolerability/toxicity issues.

---

**eHIV-STI - new chemsex e-learning session**

eHIV-STI (Electronic Learning for Healthcare/ Health Education England) is pleased to announce the completion of a new e-learning session on chemsex. Lead author Dr Andrew Tomkins has worked with a team from Manchester and London to write the new session, which is now available in module 1 at: https://www.e-ifh.org.uk/programmes/sexual-health-and-hiv/

Please also note that the programme has external approval for RCP CPD points (2019-2020 code 113037), is continually updated and that new sessions are also in development on PREP, Mycoplasma Genitalium, Transgender Sexual Health and Domestic Violence.

---

**Nurse training pathway resource**

As highlighted at the recent Birmingham Conference, the Royal College of Nursing have launched their BASHH-endorsed Sexual health resources for anyone involved in the education and training of Nurses (HCA, to Practice Nurses to Level 3 service)
Visit: https://www.rcn.org.uk/clinical-topics/public-health/sexual-health
for access to the 'Education directory' which highlights the training and qualification requirements for
nursing staff working in sexual health.
Any queries to the Nurse Rep to the Board – Mr Jodie Walker-Haywood jodiewh_82@hotmail.co.uk

UPDATES FROM THE RCP, LONDON

RCP Briefing - GMC regulated credentials for doctors


BASHHH Abbreviations
The updated BASHH Accepted Abbreviations for Sexual Health are now available as a PDF on
the publications page via the clickable graphic.

BASHH Needs You!
To promote membership to the Sexual Health Advisers & Nurses in your service and area.
Together we have a stronger and louder voice as an organisation.
Benefits are highlighted in the promotional advert found here, join today and add your knowledge, skills & passion.

Do you want to be more involved with BASHH?

Vacancy on the BASHH Clinical Effectiveness Group

Applications from consultants in GU medicine are invited to join the CEG. The CEG oversees the
production of the UK national guidelines on sexually transmitted infections and closely-related conditions
in line with a NICE-accredited methodology. It also produces patient information based upon the
guidelines and liaises with a number of other organisations to increase the dissemination of best
clinical practice. Further information about the group and its work can be found on the BASHH website
both in the guidelines section and under 'BASHH groups'.

Expressions of interest should be sent to the CEG chair, Keith Radcliffe, at Keith.Radcliffe@uhb.nhs.uk by
30 August and should comprise a short CV (maximum one side of A4 equivalent) and personal statement
(maximum a half side of A4 equivalent).

Sexual Violence Special Interest Group

The Sexual Violence Special Interest Group is looking for a new member to start in the autumn of 2019.
The group is actively involved in updating BASHH guidelines, supporting relevant educational programmes
and conferences. Please send a brief CV, and cover letter explaining your experience in this area and
why you are interested in joining to rachelcaswell@nhs.net by 31 August 2019.

Webteam chair
Applications are sought from BASHH members for the position of BASHH webteam chair.
The BASHH website is hosted and maintained by the technical team at KSAM (BASHH secretariat) and the webteam chair role involves editorial oversight for BASHH’s website and social media strategy (in conjunction with the BASHH media group chair), this position reports to the BASHH board (co-opted). Candidates would need to commit to the role for a minimum 2 year period.

Responsibilities:
- Web team meetings – 3-4 per year (teleconference/adobe)
- BASHH Board meetings – 4 per year – in person
- Written reports to Clinical Governance committee – 4 times per year
- Oversight (editorial) of BASHH website content in conjunction with KSAM technical team
- Co-ordination of BASHH Social Media (Shared with media group chair)

For informal discussions please contact the current webteam chair, Dr Martyn Wood  wood@bashh.org

To express interest in the role please submit a short personal statement (no more than 1 side of A4), outlining your interest for the role to admin@bashh.org

---

**Vacancy on the Clinical Governance Committee - Prisons Subgroup**

To express interest in the role of Chair of the Prisons Subgroup of the CGC, please contact Dr Olwen Williams

---

**BASHH Membership Renewal - courtesy reminder to members**


On 1st August 2019 BASHH memberships are due for renewal. Members will have received a personal renewal notification. Where members have previously set up a Direct Debit, payment will be taken on 1st August 2019.

Direct Debit is the most efficient form of payment to BASHH and saves members 10% compared to the equivalent membership cost if paid by cheque. We would strongly encourage members to pay the annual subscription by this method.

If your bank details have changed since last year please contact the BASHH Office admin@BASHH.org to request a new Direct Debit Mandate.

We would be grateful if you could take a moment to log in to the BASHH website and check that your personal details are still correct.

Thank you for your membership of BASHH and support over the last year. We look forward to your continued membership of BASHH.

Dr Alan Tang
General Secretary
BASHH

---

**Please update** the Clinic Finder on the BASHH website

In times of fast-changing services BASHH rely on members reviewing and updating their clinic details on the BASHH website. Please can you take the time to check your clinic’s entry at http://www.bashh.org/clinics and if any changes are needed, please complete the form by using this link or contact admin@bashh.org with the new details.
For the latest news from HIV Prevention England please go to their [website](#).

---

### Upcoming Events and Courses

#### The 22nd BASHH SAS Annual Conference, Leicester University 6th and 7th September 2019

Delegate places still available - Don’t forget to register for the 22nd BASHH SAS conference at Leicester University. [Click here to register](#).

The format of the programme remains unchanged, with the conference opening at midday on Friday the 6th and closing on Saturday the 7th at lunchtime.

Click [here](#) to view the programme or submit an abstract for the delegate presentation session.

This well established conference for SAS doctors working in sexual health offers value for money. The fee includes attendance to all the sessions, evening dinner on Friday the 6th and overnight accommodation.

The conference attracts 9 CPD points from the RCP.

There will be an opportunity for you to submit a piece of your own work (audit, research, an interesting case) for the delegate presentation.

Please pass this on to any colleague (including doctors in training) that might be interested in attending.

---

#### IUSTI Europe - Scientific Meeting 5-7 Sep 2019, Tallinn, Estonia

An exciting meeting is taking shape with Raj Patel as Chair of Scientific Committee and speakers from the USA and Australia in addition to Europe. All conference details are at [https://www.conference-expert.eu/en/iusti2019](https://www.conference-expert.eu/en/iusti2019).

The final programme has been published.

**Advanced STI Course**

4 - 5 Sep. Tallinn

The course takes place immediately prior to the Scientific Meeting and is an excellent way to learn about STIs management in a broader context than the UK. Fee is 250 Euro and a limited number of scholarships are available.

**IUSTI Membership**

Joining IUSTI for just £40 lets you network with STI professionals around the world and get discounts on congress registrations. Details at [https://iusti.org/members/default.htm](https://iusti.org/members/default.htm).

Andy Winter [andrew.winter@nhs.net](mailto:andrew.winter@nhs.net),

IUSTI Europe UK Country Representative

---

#### BASHH Bacterial Special Interest Group (BSIG) Basic Microscopy Course for STIs

Saturday 21st September 2019 8.45 am – 5.00 pm

CPD No 121907

**Venue:** SIR ALEXANDER FLEMING BUILDING,

Imperial College London,

Exhibition Road, South Kensington, London SW7 2AZ

---
The Society of Sexual Health Advisers one day annual conference

Saturday 21st September at Unite the Union, Jack Jones House, 2 Churchill Way, Liverpool, L3 8EF.

This conference is aimed at all practitioners working in sexual health in the roles of sexual health advising and sexual health nursing.

Life after GUM – retired physicians luncheon group

A young enthusiastic group of retired GUM doctors meet about twice a year for a talk and lunch in a London venue. The talk of course is non-medical and never degenerates into a scene from Monty Python’s the four Yorkshire men: “Oh but we had it tough, clinic in shoebox in middle o’ road; and you try telling that to the young ST’s and they won’t believe you!”

The talk is usually on a Friday in Mortimer Market clinic (12 midday) with a delectable lunch in Cote restaurant afterwards (1.30 to 3pm). It is rewarding to meet up with retired colleagues and reminisce over some good times. Even ‘retired and come backers’ are welcome. Banned conversation topics are Brexit and how well your marvellous children are doing.

The current organiser is Dr James Bingham. If you are interested in being notified of future meetings, please email him at james_bingham@outlook.com Next meeting will be autumn.

Sexual Health & HIV specialist training taster day 2019

Are you a Foundation Year or Core Medical Training Doctor? Would you be interested in a career in sexual health and HIV?

Please join us for a day of talks aimed to give trainees an overview of the speciality, particularly for those who have not had any sexual health or HIV placements.

- Learn about the specialty, service developments and future medical workforce requirements
- A day in the life of a GU/HIV consultant
- Understand training requirements, the curriculum and how it is delivered
- Learn about research opportunities and OOPEs abroad
- Informal discussions with Programme Directors, Educational Supervisors and SpRs in GU Medicine
- Discuss topical sexual health and HIV scenarios

Monday 7th October 2019
HEE London & South East
Stewart House, Russell Square, London
0930-1630 (approx.)

Registration and admission is free. Places are limited – please apply for study leave and register via the link on the HEE website.

For any queries please contact:
Alison Barbour
Consultant HIV & Sexual Health
Croydon University Hospital
abarbour@nhs.net
Change of date

The date of the next All Wales BASHH/FSRH Joint Audit Meeting has changed to Wednesday 16th October 2019 and will be held in Llandrindod Wells as usual. Please respond to Kate Britton Kate.Britton2@wales.nhs.uk or Laura Cunningham if you would like to attend and if you would like to present an audit or quality improvement project. We look forward to seeing you all there.

9th BASHH Genital Dermatology Course Friday 18th October 2019

Diary date for this course, organised by the Genital Dermatology Special Interest Group of the British Association of Sexual Health & HIV (BASHH),

Date: 18/10/2019
Venue: TBC London

Further information and registration coming soon at: https://www.bashh.org/events/training-courses-and-meetings/9th-bashh-genital-dermatology-course-2019/

ABC of Sexual Dysfunction Study Day

Thursday 7th November 2019 20 Cavendish Square, London W1G 0RN (Royal College of Nursing)

We are pleased to inform you that the Sexual Dysfunction Special Interest Group of BASHH are running another ABC of Sexual Dysfunction study day. This popular educational meeting offers an introduction to the latest information on the assessment and management of common sexual problems but is also useful to update and refresh current practice. Educational content is relevant to doctors, nurses, health advisers, psychologists, sex and relationship therapists and other professionals with an interest in this dynamic field.

Programme: A provisional programme is available to view; please click here.

Registration: Registration will be available online shortly.

Due to the popularity of this meeting, please consider early registration.

High Resolution Anoscopy, HRA: the course in London will be taught by world experts.

High Resolution Anoscopy, HRA, is growing because anal cancer is on the rise. Despite the HPV vaccine, there is a long lag-time for anal HPV-related disease compared to cervical, for instance. By 2040, anal cancer will have overtaken cervical cancer in women. And in persons living with HIV who are also MSM, anal cancer is already a higher risk than colon cancer. However, anal cancer has a precancerous stage, AIN or HSIL. To see it, you need HRA. The world experts from San Francisco, Sydney and New York are in London 7th-9th November. Come and learn HRA.

www.anoscopycourse.eu

The HRA course will take place at Homerton Hospital on 7th-8th November 2019 with an international faculty run by Gary Whitlock and Tamzin Cuming. The programme includes practical sessions and a live anoscopy demonstration.

Further details including registration and course fees can be found on the course website.

STIF Competency Train the Trainer workshop - BIRMINGHAM
The next half day STIF Competency Train the Trainer workshop will take place on **Thursday 7 November 2019** at the Studio, Cannon Street, Birmingham - close to Birmingham New St station. 13.30 to 17.00  There are limited places available.

This half day practical workshop is recommended for GUM medical and nurse consultants, SAS doctors and clinical nurse specialists involved in training and assessing doctors and nurses within their own departments. It provides guidance about running the STIF Competency training and assessment programmes and how to use the assessment tools. Attendance at the workshop is a requirement for STIF Competency Trainer registration.

**The LONDON STIF Competency Train the Trainer workshop will be held on Friday 6 March 2020 at the Royal Society of Medicine. 09.30 – 12.45**

Registration fee: £75.00
To register please click [here](#).

---

**BASHH STI/HIV Module Course**

This course covers the in depth knowledge of STIs, HIV and their management. It is highly recommended for those who intend to sit the Diploma in GU Medicine and Diploma in HIV Medicine exams although it has been designed to cover the wider GU SpR curriculum with mapping of both the programme and e-fth modules. It may therefore also be suitable for other trainees such as those RSH trainees or other senior healthcare professionals who wish to further their professional development. It is modular, enabling applicants to attend some, or all of the modules.

The dates for the HIV and other viral infections Modules are:
- **11 – 12 November 2019** (Module 3 – other viral infections)
- **13 – 15 November 2019** (Module 4 - HIV)

This year we have again been awarded an education grant which will allow funded places for specialist allied health professionals working within HIV such as specialist pharmacists or Clinical Nurse Specialists who have their own cohort of patients.

If you wish to take up one of these funded places or for any other queries, please email Dr Ngozi Dufty on the contact details below.

Please email [Dr Ngozi Dufty](mailto:) for details.

---

**Physician Leadership and Management Skills Workshop – A Co-learning Event for Consultants and Senior Trainees at the Kings Fund.**

We are delighted to present a medical leadership course for senior trainees and consultants. The course is delivered in association with the Kings Fund, and supported by an unrestricted educational grant from ViiV.

Two parallel workshops will run, in addition to co-learning sessions and social events for both groups through-out the program. With speakers from a convened faculty plus the Kings Fund, topics will include research and innovation, NHS structures, commissioning, tendering and competition, and physician leadership.

The venue is the Kings Fund, Cavendish Square, London.

Accommodation is provided for those living outside London and travel expenses will be covered.

The **trainee program is aimed at ST5/6 doctors**, and will run on **27-28th November 2019**.
The **consultant program will run on 28th-29th November 2019**, and will be suitable for consultants at any career stage who are now entering into leadership roles.

The course is free to attend but subject to selective entry and placed are limited. Please contact [Lucy Dobson](mailto:) for an application form.

---

**Mentoring Skills Training Workshop 6th December** – registration now open
The Mentoring Group are running a one-day workshop in London to equip doctors working in sexual health / SRH / HIV with the knowledge and skills to mentor other doctors, or to update their skills in this area. Consultants, SAS doctors and doctors in training are all welcome.

Time: 09.00 - 16:30
Cost: £100
Registration is now open via the FSRH at: https://www.fsrh.org/events/mentoring-skills-for-gum-srh-and-hiv-doctors-6-december-2019/
If you have any queries please email either Dr Emma Fox or Mitesh Chauhan for FSRH.


The theme of the Congress is "Cultural and ethnic diversity in a changing world. Let the conversation begin"
This Congress is an innovative approach to integrating the science and research of reproductive health care with the cultural and ethical mores of a broad based service. The Congress will facilitate and encourage debate on a wide range of subjects from Classical contraceptive topics to Gender fluidity.
Thank you for motivating your members to attend the 16th ESC Congress. If a society is represented during our congress, this always adds to the atmosphere and helps discussion and exchange of ideas.
Abstract submission is open: https://eschrh.eu/event/16th-esc-congress/#abstracts
The abstract submission deadline is 7 October 2019. BASHH members are invited to submit an abstract. Kindly note that the preliminary scientific programme, as well as further information updates, are available on the ESC website: https://eschrh.eu/event/16th-esc-congress/
Registration is open: https://eschrh.eu/event/16th-esc-congress/#eventregistration
So do join us in Dublin in 2020 for an exciting and lively congress!
Dr Mary Short
ESC & Congress President

For all the latest information on BAD conferences, meetings & events, please go to http://www.bad.org.uk/events

Consultations & Guidelines

Help wanted

Survey of Clinical Management of Syphilis
We are conducting a survey of UK physicians about the management of syphilis.

The survey is being run by UK GUM clinicians in collaboration with the London School of Hygiene & Tropical Medicine.

The survey can be found here: https://enketo.lshtm.ac.uk::MucgxSjQ

The survey should take less than 15 minutes to complete. We’d like to thank you all in advance for participating in the survey.
Diary Dates

2019

22nd SAS Annual Conference for SAS Doctors Working in Sexual Health - 6-7 September at Leicester University

IUSTI European Conference, 5-7 September Tallinn

Australasian Sexual Health Conference, 16-18 September in Perth, Australia

Australasian HIV&AIDS Conference, 17 - 19 September in Perth, Australia

Sexual Health in Wales Strategy Meeting, Cardiff 18 September 2019

Basic Microscopy Course for STIs, Saturday 21 September, London

Society of Sexual Health Advisers annual conference - Saturday 21 September, Liverpool, L3 8EF.

Sexual Health & HIV specialist training taster day 2019 - Monday 7th October 2019, London

All Wales BASHH/FSRH Joint Audit Meeting now on Wednesday 16th October 2019

9th BASHH Genital Dermatology Course - Friday 18th October 2019

UCL Research Methods Course, 28 - 31 October in London

STIF Competency Train the Trainer workshop - Birmingham on 7 November

ABC of Sexual Dysfunction Study Day, 7 November 2019 at 20 Cavendish Square, London W1G 0RN (RCN)

5th European High Resolution Anoscopy Course, 7-8 November in London

BASHH STI Course Modules 3 & 4 London, 11-15 November 2019

Physician Leadership & Management skills Workshop 27 & 28 November, London

Mentoring Skills Training Workshop 6th December in London

2020

STIF Competency Train the Trainer workshop - London, Friday 6 March 2020


The deadlines for newsletters in 2019 - please make a note in your calendar to ensure that news items are received promptly

25 September
27 November